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Memory Data
Aptamer arrays Generating RNA Shapes: A grammar-based approach Code design for DNA Computing
Applications of DNA Computers DNA Microarrays VLSIPS/Analysis for Multiplexed Arrays
Mask Design / Scheduling The Olfactory System Objective: Based on Olfactory System, Develop
 DNA/aptamer array data sensing  
    Decoding in the presence of noise
Global Infotech: Pathways to the Future with Global Partnerships
Pool or random RNA strands: 1015 
sequences, length less than 100
Selection Amplification
Target
10-15 Cycles
SELEX(Systematic Evolution of Ligands by EXponential enrichment) –
SomaLogic, Archemix
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Algorithms for uniform generation of words from a grammar
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DNA tiles: Designing Sticky Ends
Adleman, 1994: hybridization behind a parallel computing mechanism
Dynamic programming algorithms and error-control coding
• Smart Drugs
E. Shapiro et.al. (Weizmann Institute, Israel), Nature 2004
An autonomous molecular computer for logical control of gene expressions
In vitro DNA-based computer “programmed” to diagnose cancer and 
“administer” therapy
Identifies RNA cancer fingerprint molecules
Experiments: Prostate cancer cell 
If gene PPAP2B and GSTP1 are under-expressed, and PIM1 and HPN are 
over-expressed, administer GTTGGTATTGGACATG (inhibits generation of 
MDM2)  
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Error-Control 
microarray design:
probe multiplexing
Production quality control, mask design, 
probe placement algorithms…
(Milenkovic, 2006) Features: 
• Multiple polymer synthesis at one given spot
• Can use two different classes of linkers sensitive to different wavelengths 
to select probes for extension (say, `blue’ and `green’ and `cyan’)
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Neighborhood graph: complete graph with M vertices labeled by pair of 
distinct sequences
No ‘cyan’ steps: weight of edge between two vertices 
equals sum of Hamming distances
Issues: For reasons of controlled hybridization, different probes (blue 
and green) at the same spot should have fairly large Hamming distance
(Milenkovic and Kashyap, 2005)
Border-length minimization becomes less effective
With cyan colored steps involved,  the distance measure also depends on 
the longest common subsequence of the probes at the same spot! 
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Buck and  Malnic (Nobel Prize, 2004) 
Sense of smell u ses “combinatorial approach
to recognizing and  processing odors". 
Instead  of assigning to each (10 000) smell a 
unique receptor, the olfactory system uses a 
small collection (100) of “combinatorial testing 
sensors" to create a specific smell response 
within the neu rons of the brain.
http://www.infinitevitalheart.com/Olfact
ory_System.html
“Smell system” in mammals responsible for:
1) Creating representation of smells. 
2) Determining the concentration of smells. 
3) Distingu ishing new smells from backgrou nd .  
DN A microarray / aptamer arrays
Compressed sensing algorithms: sparse sampling 
– finding “sparse” solutions for undetermined system 
of equations, “sparse group testing”
Centralized / decentralized
